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Let’s Say…

Let’s say the alligators one day crawled out

of the sewers of New  York, blindly wreaking

havoc on the city, killing everyone in their 

paths with chilling dexterity. Or let’s say aliens

hovered over the city, menacing us for hours

and threatening in Morse code to exterminate.

Or let’s say a psychic had informed you you’d be 

hit by a bus the next day. Or let’s say an asteroid

were hurling toward earth, predicted to strike

New York City and mottle our atmosphere,

killing the entire population. Or let’s say Iran

got nuclear capability and fi red at Israel,

so America fi red back, starting World War III,

and we knew a warhead was hurling toward

NYC, with an hour’s notice before the hit.

Or let’s say one of us were incurably ill, 

on our deathbed. What would our fi nal

thought be? Would we say it?
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To Thomas Pynchon Regarding The Crying of Lot 49

You wrote this slim volume and then I wrote one 

hundred eleven pages about it in a dissertation 

I abandoned. One hundred eleven seemed so 

signifi cant as I randomly landed there, those binary, 

singular numbers lined up so neatly like three straws.

God damn you, Pynchon! You know, J. Kerry Grant’s 

companion to Lot 49 notes you use the word 

god thirty-three times in your novel. On purpose? 

Was that on purpose?! I want to punch 

your reclusive face. Where are you, Pynchon? 

So, I’ll use the word god here three times and then you 

can decide to what extent or in what capacity 

I may or may not believe in such notions as purpose

and entropy and preterite versus elect. By the time I was 

done, I had underlined and starred in color-coded 

markings nearly every sentence of both Lot 49 

and its companion with comments in the margins 

such as Irigaray? Lacan? Countercultural symptom? 

Commodity fetish?—always ending with a question mark.

I told my advisor I’d write about all of your works, 

but I got obsessed with underground postal systems 

and Jacobean revenge tragedies, and Oedipa Maas and I?

We became one and the same! I was her in the fl esh,

which does not refer to communion wafers metonymically, 

unless it does so subconsciously, which it could, 

I suppose. Anything’s possible in your world, Pynchon. 

You could mean so many things couldn’t you?

You aren’t just being cute, are you? You must mean 

something. What do you want to point out here, 

Pynchon? Why are you writing at all, Pynchon? 
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